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ezees ota synchronizer seamlessly integrates with otas, online gds, hotel websites and all the hotel booking portals. the app not only automates the manual processes of hotel channel management, but also helps you visualize the performance of your hotel in an instant. it also allows
you to manage all hotel properties at once with a single dashboard. with ezee, you can manage your inventory, reservations, promotions, discounts, events and much more across multiple channels of distribution like ota, vrt, direct, etc. you can set up as many channels as you want.
this can save a lot of time and effort. the hotel manager is a must have tool for every hotelier. it is a powerful tool for managing inventory, enhancing conversions, reducing the risk of overbooking and managing reservations. it is an all-in-one solution and has a modern interface. the
hotel manager integrates with pms and booking engine. the absence of this interface can lead to overbooking issues as the listing hasnt been updated with the latest inventory or loss of revenue as the booking is missed due to available inventory not updated online. additionally, as a
part of an all-in-one solution, the flawless interface between ezee solutions, ensures instant and automatic delivery of revised inventory to the pms and booking engine. moreover, the long drawn process of creating an interface with 3rd party pms and booking engine involves a lot of
back and forth communication with them, that can also result in affecting the quality of the integration. to help you out, ezees all-in-one solution, provides a cutting edge channel management system that makes it easier than ever to manage your hotel inventory across all connected

distribution channels. the seamless connectivity between the hotel channel manager and ota saves time and ensures a quick roi.
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ezee optimus is 100% web based software, making it very easy to install, maintain and update. the ezee channel manager enables hotels to have a unified approach to manage their channel partners and their end customers. it is easy to use, flexible, scalable and supports all major
business platforms. its intuitive interface and simple setup make it easy to use and to learn. for every hotel, the channel manager allows you to automate the entire process and handle all the required functions easily. it can be hosted in-house or on a cloud server, depending on the
needs and requirements of the hotel. ezee optimus makes it easy to reach out to your customers and handle their enquiries in an efficient manner. the channel manager is multi-lingual and can be easily integrated with your front-office software. its intuitive interface allows hotels to
quickly and easily get a handle on your channel management software. with ezee optimus, hotels can manage front office operations from one place. after going through the features of ezee channel manager, we hope you would be convinced to integrate ezee optimus in your hotel.
we have a demonstration video that can give you an idea about the features of the channel manager. feel free to share your feedback by commenting below! to ensure your business stays on the top, ezees has a smart module which allows you to get the most out of it. as the name
suggests, it’s a manager module and it will revolutionize your hotel sales. the module enables you to change rates, inventory on a continuous basis and even you can even make stop sale. it will change the way you run your business and it’s time for you to get acquainted with ezees

channel manager. 5ec8ef588b
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